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Background: Metaphor
• How do we define 

‘metaphor’? 
• Conceptual Metaphor Theory: not 

just linguistic trope

• Not just linguistic, but language 
points to conceptually active 
metaphor(s)

• Embodiment: primary metaphors 
are assumed universal (easier to 
formalize)

• Asymmetric, systematic source to 
target mapping
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Target frame: Source frame:



Background: Metaphor
• How do we transition to computing metaphoric language?

• Lexical items and expressions evoke frames
• Frames populate source and target domains
• Source and target domain language occur in predictable patterns (Sullivan 

2007, 2013, Croft 2002)
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Methods in researching metaphor
Trade-off between precision and breadth

Method 1 - Human analyst: high precision, narrow breadth (Pragglejaz
Group 2007) 

Method 2 – Current metaphor NLP methods: low precision, wide breadth 
(Shutova, Sun and Korhonen 2010, Shutova, Teufel & Korhonen 2012)

Seed-based systems; statistical metaphor processing; machine 
learning

Method 3: Corpus linguistic approach – a bit more precision AND a bit more 
breadth (Stefanovich & Gries 2006; Lederer 2015, 2016, forthcoming) 
• Collocational and Metaphor Pattern Analysis methods:

• Search for target domain terms (cure, treat, ailment, disease, cancer…) 
• Search for source domain terms (fight, beat, journey, win, war…)
• Search for target and source domain terms (kick cancer, cancer 

journey…)
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Methods in researching metaphor
Method 4 – MetaNet aim: 

• build human analyst intuitions into a computational system
• make system semi-automated with carefully-calibrated 

constraints
• have humans vet the results (keep good, discard bad)
• use human-vetted results to fine-tune the automation for further 

rounds.

• A large-scale data extraction system that detects 
metaphoric language in a way that increasingly 
(over multiple iterations) mirrors human-like 
intuitions about what metaphor is and how it’s 
used.
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Approaches to cancer discourse
Discourse analytic & corpus analyses

• Semino et al. (2015)
• Hand-annotation (Method 1)
• Corpus methods, collocations, concordances (Method 3)
• Focus on Violence (war) and Journey metaphors across corpora 

specialized by author (patients vs. health professionals)

• Discourse analytic 
• Gibbs & Franks (2002)

• women’s narratives of experience with cancer
• Metaphors about cancer stem from other shared embodied metaphors 

from common experiences
• We blend multiple metaphors within single discourse

• In the medical (communication) field - Bowker 1996, Byrne et al. 
2002, Skott 2002, Camus 2009
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Background: MetaNet Project
• Started in 2012 as part of IARPA’s Metaphor 
Program

• Initial objectives:
• Build a multi-lingual metaphor repository

• Automatically extract metaphors from text

• Compare conceptual metaphors used by different 
groups and cultures in order to better understand their 
different beliefs and worldviews
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Background: MetaNet System
• MetaNet metaphor identification 

system (Dodge, Hong, & Stickles 
2015)

• 3 unique contributions of the MetaNet
System
• Repository of frames and metaphors 

in an ontological network
• Constructional/syntactic patterns
• Metaphoricity scoring system

• Processing method for metaphor 
discovery

• Output
• Corpus annotated for frame 

semantic and metaphoric 
information  automatically rated for 
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MetaNet: What can it be used for?
• Sorting out some of the known metaphors used to talk 

about a particular social domain –
• Poverty
• Democracy
• Gun rights/Gun control
• Cancer

• Finding frequencies of particular metaphors across 
prohibitively large corpora

• Finding frequencies of particular metaphors across 
• genres of texts (blogs vs. news wire vs. forum conversations vs. 

Twitter)
• viewpoints/authors (progressive/conservative, 

doctor/patient/institutional, etc.)
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MetaNet system diagram



MetaNet system diagram
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Metaphor Repository
• Networks of frames and conceptual metaphors

• Metaphors represented as mappings between frames 
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Fillmore, 1976; Ruppenhofer
et al., 2010)

• Metaphors for new domains build on frames and 
metaphors that are already in the repository
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Frame:  Cancer
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Frame:  Cancer
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Frame:  Cancer
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Disease frame family
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Metaphor: CANCER IS PHYSICAL COMBAT
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Cancer metaphor family
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Extraction Process
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Extraction process overview
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Text Input and 
Preprocessing

POS Tagging
(TreeTagger)

Lemmatization
(TreeTagger)

Dependency 
parsing

• Corpus pre-processing using standard NLP 
methods

Large corpora
• BNC for English
• Gigaword corpora for English, Spanish, Russian
• SUBTLEX
• GloWbE
• Web corpora

Gold standard
• Hand-annotated examples
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Extraction Process



Metaphor extraction process
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1. Term search
2. 

Constructional 
pattern 

matching

3. Metaphor 
likelihood 
estimation

4. Linguistic 
metaphors

Filter by terms in the corpus:
• Target term(s) for a given semantic domain, e.g. 
cancer, lymphoma, cancerous, …

OR
• Source term(s) for a given semantic domain, e.g. 
battle, fight, war, defeat, enemy…

Dodge, Hong, & Stickles NAACL Proceedings 2015



Metaphor extraction process
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1. Term search
2. 

Constructional 
pattern 

matching

3. Metaphor 
likelihood 
estimation

4. Linguistic 
metaphors

Conceptual metaphors are typically expressed in 
particular syntactic patterns 

Target and source lexemes reliably occupy certain 
grammatical slots. (Croft 2002; Sullivan 2013). 
E.g.:
• Source is verb, Target is argument: Prices rose
• not Target is verb, Source is argument: ??Higher 

locations priced 



Constructional pattern Examples

T-subj_S-verb cancer strikes

S-verb_T-dobj battle cancer
S-verb_Prep_T-
noun

move beyond cancer /battle with 
cancer

S-noun_of_T-noun onslaught of disease
T-noun_poss_S-
noun

cancer’s journey

S-noun_prep_T-
noun

war on cancer

T-noun_mod_S-
noun

cancer journey

S-adj_mod_T-noun hostile disease
T-noun cop S- cancer is a very aggressive 
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Metaphoric constructions



Constructional pattern matching process
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• Identify candidate items which appear in 
appropriate constructional pattern

• E.g., if Target term is cancer:
Construction: Target(noun) – Source(noun)
• cancer journey
• cancer cure



Constructional pattern matching process
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• Identify candidate items which appear in appropriate 
constructional pattern

• E.g., if Target term is cancer:
Construction: Target(noun) – Source(noun)
• cancer journey
• cancer cure

• Constructional patterns are a necessary constraint on 
metaphoric expression, but are not sufficient to guarantee 
metaphoricity



Metaphor extraction process
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1. Term search
2. 

Constructional 
pattern 

matching

3. Metaphor 
likelihood 
estimation

4. Linguistic 
metaphors

Assess metaphoricity of candidate expressions: 

• Candidate source and target terms are associated with 
the frames they evoke within repository

• Repository is searched to determine the relational 
path(s) that connect these two frames

• Expressions are scored 0-1 based on the path
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Metaphoric pattern: cancer journey
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Metaphor extraction process
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1. Term search
2. 

Constructional 
pattern 

matching

3. Metaphor 
likelihood 
estimation

4. Linguistic 
metaphors
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Database and Data Analysis



Cancer in online patient discourse

• Goals: 
• Investigate metaphoric construal of cancer in 
patient discourse

• Adapt current repository 
• new target domain – cancer
• new type of corpora – blog/forum data
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Cancer in online patient discourse

• Challenges: 
• Prior investigations focused on Disease as a 
source domain (cure poverty, gun epidemic, 
etc.)

• Differences in genre
• Specialized jargon and slang: mets (metastases), 

chemo
• Casual discourse – increased slang, shorthand; non-

standard syntax 
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Methods

• Corpora
• Global Web-based English (Davies 2013), American 

blogs
• 48,116 websites
• 106,365 webpages
• 133,061,093 words

• Collected data from 3 cancer patient forums 
• 656,171 words

• Repository
• Increased coverage of Cancer domain
• Added metaphors based on cancer metaphor literature
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Methods

• Global Web-based English (GloWbE)
• Extracted only metaphors with Cancer, Cancer 

Treatment, Cancer Patient target domains

• Forum data
• Extracted metaphors with any Disease-related target 

domain
• Source domain search focused on Physical Combat 

and Motion source domains
• Extracted any metaphors with Physical Combat or 

Motion source domains, regardless of target domain
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Results: Frequent source domains
46
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Violence metaphors
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Cancer as an enemy or harmful entity

Physical combat with cancer

Cancer as the attacker

Cancer treatment as weaponry



Journey metaphors
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Different treatments are different 
paths

Cancer treatment as a path with recovery as destination

Experience of cancer as a path



Competition metaphors
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Some other source domains
51

Cancer as moving entity



Some other source domains
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Shadow of cancer

Cancer burden – technical use



Results: Frequent metaphors
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Results: Frequent metaphors
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Results: Constructions (Cancer Frame)
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Results: lemmas in verb cancer
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Results: lemmas in cancer verb
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Source domain search: No explicit target lemma
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Source: 
Battle

Source: Journey



Summary
• Existing system, with minimal extensions, was used for large scale, 

automatic  identification of metaphors in text.

• Database of examples includes many examples of previously studied 
metaphors, as well as some novel metaphors.

• Quantitative analysis expands beyond discourse-analytic approaches.

• Rich annotation, in conjunction with repository of frames and 
metaphors, supports analysis along different dimensions, at different 
levels of granularity. 

• Future work:
• Comparing patient vs. doctor discourse
• Changes in metaphor use over illness time course
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Summary
• Linguist-friendly wiki for formally representing conceptual metaphor 

theory and analyses

• Repository of conceptual metaphors and frames

• System that automatically  identifies metaphor in large-scale 
corpora, producing a database of richly annotated metaphor 
examples

• Data analysis toolkit that enables semantic analysis and iterative 
refinement both of the metaphor repository and of conceptual 
metaphor theory
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Thank you!

• During the lunch break we will be providing laptop stations 
where you can explore and navigate through the MetaNet
Wiki and Metaphor Viewer.
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